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Buried Dragon Valley. 

Levi Garrison in the core area is still concentrating on forging magic weapons and fast 
walking boots. 

According to the forging plan, Levi Garrison has completed half of the tasks. 

Top-level magic soldiers, quasi-magic soldiers, and speeding boots are piled up. 

Murong Qingxue and the two women looked at everything in front of them, their 
beautiful eyes could not hide their joy and excitement. 

They can almost imagine what kind of powerful team so many quasi-magic soldiers can 
be equipped with. 

“It’s not wrong to follow the suzerain (master)!” 

Gongsun Yueying and the two daughters thought so at the same time. 

However, just as the two women were looking forward to a bright future, the originally 
flat ground in the distance bulged slightly. 

After a while, this raised part gradually increased and changed its orientation, like a 
small hill moving at a high speed. 

Kick-kick! 

The extremely solid ground that had been quenched by Tianlei shattered in response, 
and the “small hill” gradually revealed its original shape. 

“What is this?” 

“What a terrifying energy aura fluctuation!” 

Gongsun Yueying and Murong Qingxue’s cultivators’ crisis warning suddenly became 
strong, and the two women quickly drew out a magic weapon and entered a state of 
alert. 

Boom! 

As the ‘small hill’ cracked apart, it finally revealed the true face of Mount Lu. 



I saw a strange creature the size of a calf, with a head like a wild lion, and two antler-
like horns on its forehead. 

A pair of tiger eyes, the size of a copper bell, glowed with blood-red fierce light, and 
there were dense scales on the back and abdomen, as if wearing a layer of heavy 
armor. 

The scales shone brightly under the light. What shocked the two women most was that 
there were obvious arcs on the surface of the scales. 

It can even emit a clear electric sound, which makes the scalp tingle uncontrollably. 

An ox tail is extremely thick, showing a terrifying sense of power, as if anything will be 
shattered under the blow of this tail. 

Boo! 

The monster let out a low growl. 

In an instant, it exploded in the ears of the two girls like a thunderbolt from the blue sky. 
They only felt their ears and eyes rose, and even felt dizzy. 

call! 

The monster opened its bloody mouth, and a blazing flame suddenly spewed out. A dry 
feeling hit the air, and the temperature instantly increased by dozens of degrees. 

“This… what kind of monster is this?” 

Murong Qingxue’s voice was shaking violently. 

Gongsun Yueying also took a few breaths of cold air in a row, and said, “The unicorns 
recorded in ancient books are somewhat similar, but not the same.” 

The unicorns recorded in ancient books can only breathe fire and will not discharge at 
all! 

And looking at the monster’s limbs and hooves, it has clearly crystallized into thick ice 
cubes, which means that it can also release extremely cold aura. 

This is much more than the “skill pack” of an ordinary unicorn! 

“Master, help!” 

“Sect Master, come, we can’t deal with this monster.” 



Gongsun Yueying and the two daughters directly asked for help, but they didn’t care 
that Levi Garrison was forging magic weapons and couldn’t be bothered. 

As if feeling that the two women were calling for reinforcements, the monster roared 
twice again, and at the same time spewed a flame at the two women. 

“This sonic attack is too scary, isn’t it?” 

Murong Qingxue and the two women only felt dizzy for a while, their entire bodies 
seemed to be bound by some invisible force, and they appeared in a state of daze. 

At the same time, the flame smashed over like a cannonball, and the speed was 
extremely fast. 

When the dizzy feeling of the two women disappeared completely, the flame attack of 
the monster was close at hand, and it was too late to avoid it. 

Boom! 

The pillar of fire first collided with the energy shields of the two women, making a violent 
crash sound. 

lol! 

Immediately afterwards, the thick and solid energy shield was melting at a speed visible 
to the naked eye. 

layer! 

Two floors! 

Three floors… 

Half of the energy shield has been breached in the blink of an eye. 
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“The energy shield is about to fail.” 

The fear in the hearts of the two women instantly reached the extreme, and they 
instinctively wanted to escape, but as a result, their legs seemed to be filled with lead, 
and it was impossible to move an inch. 



The energy shield was quickly broken by two-thirds of the flame attack, but the speed of 
the fire column was not reduced at all. 

“We’ll all be burned to ashes at this rate.” 

The two women looked at Levi Garrison again, and found that the latter was still 
concentrating on forging the magic weapon, as if they did not hear their cries for help. 

“We can only save ourselves and fight back with all our magic weapons. I hope we can 
resist one or two.” 

Gongsun Yueying’s temperament was finally more tenacious, and she was the first to 
get out of pure fear. 

Murong Qingxue nodded, she could feel her hands holding the sword were shaking 
violently, but she still tried to calm herself down as much as possible. 

The two women’s associations were about to make adjustments, and they tried their 
best to develop the operation method. 

The two long swords were swung, and two fierce sword qi burst out with the sound of 
thunderstorms, rushing directly towards the pillar of fire. 

Boom! 

The energy of the three parties hit one place and made a loud noise. 

At the moment of impact, the energy shield completely dissipated. 

The sword qi crisscrossed, directly cutting the fire column into three parts, and the 
residual energy of the energy shield was offset, finally barely resisting the flame attack. 

However, the powerful reaction force still sent Murong Qingxue and the others flying 
several meters away. 

Seeing that the two women were about to fall to the ground in embarrassment, they 
suddenly felt a strong force on their backs dragging them, and finally landed smoothly. 

“You are not its opponents, let me deal with it!” 

A low voice came from behind. 

The two women looked back and saw that it was Levi Garrison who arrived in time, and 
he was holding two divine weapons that had just been forged in his hands. 

“Sect Master (Master), you are finally here!” 



Murong Qingxue and the others let out a long breath. 

Levi Garrison didn’t say much, but looked at the monster not far away with interest. 

“Isn’t this guy a terrifying beast recorded in ancient books that can travel freely in the 
Thunder Sea of Buried Dragon Valley?” 

Levi Garrison couldn’t help but slander. 

This was not guessed by Levi Garrison out of thin air, but was inferred based on the 
characteristics of this monster. 

The mouth spews flames, the scales are charged, and the ice layer condenses under 
the feet. These are clearly the three characteristics of Tianlei, Hantan, and Earth Vein in 
the Buried Dragon Valley! 

“Master, be careful, he is likely to be a unicorn, and he couldn’t even resist the energy 
shield with a random blow just now.” 

“To be on the safe side, kill him as soon as possible!” 

Gongsun Yueying reminded with a trembling voice. 

Levi Garrison waved his hand and said, “It would be a pity to kill. I just wanted to have a 
pet, and I think it’s good.” 

Gongsun Yueying’s mouth twitched, and she immediately looked at Murong Qingxue. 

How easy is it to conquer a spirit beast like a unicorn? 

But once Levi Garrison decides, he can’t persuade him to come back at all. 

Levi Garrison walked straight towards the monster and stopped when he was about 20 
meters away. 

“You were the one who peeped at my forging magic weapon before, right?” Levi 
Garrison asked with a smile. 

The spirit beast sniffed, and there was a faint burst of blazing flames, and the 
expression seemed to say: I just watched, what can you do? 

Levi Garrison said with a smile: “It’s interesting! Come on, let me see how powerful you 
are, let me go!” 

Deng Deng Deng! 



The monster scratched the ground with its thick right front hoof, the huge lion’s head 
was raised upwards, and his eyes were clear: as you wish, I will accompany you to the 
end. 

call! 

The monster opened its bloody mouth and shot out a ‘rocket’ again. 

This flame glowed with faint purple awns, as if it came from the nine secluded hells, and 
it was going to burn everything in the world. 

Woohoo! 

It seems that the monster was a little dissatisfied when he saw that Levi Garrison had 
no intention of dodging, and protested with two consecutive screams. 
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With the thunder-like scream, Levi Garrison was directly swallowed by the flames. 

Because the temperature was too high, a burnt smell soon came from the void. 

“Is it that much?” 

Levi Garrison’s voice came, and the flame went out. 

“Woooo?” 

The voice of the spirit beast rose slightly, obviously with a tone of doubt, and even the 
big copper bell-like eyes flashed a hint of confusion. 

It seems that he doesn’t understand that Levi Garrison can hold back the flames that 
are enough to burn Tianxing Iron. 

“The flame is dead, do you want to try the electric attack again?” Levi Garrison 
suggested. 

The big eyes of the spirit beast flashed with light, and at the same time, he raised his 
right front hoof and patted his head, as if to say, “Why didn’t I think of it?” 

Immediately afterwards, the remorseful eyes turned into anger, and being reminded by 
the enemy to make a move obviously damaged its prestige. 



This is naked provocation! 

No forgiveness! 

“Whoosh!” 

The spirit beast screamed three times in a row, and then the stout body trembled 
slightly, and the arcs on the scales instantly increased sharply. 

The dazzling electric mans kept jumping and flickering, and the spirit beast was like a 
fast-running substation. 

“Ow!” 

The spirit beast screamed again, and its body shook violently, and two thunderbolts the 
thickness of an adult’s thigh roared out, hitting Levi Garrison’s body directly. 

If you observe carefully, you will find that although these two thunderbolts are not very 
thick, they contain nine colors. 

The power of thunder and lightning is no less than the nine-color sky thunder that Levi 
Garrison attracted to forge divine weapons. 

“The power of lightning is so strong!” 

A flash of surprise flashed in Levi Garrison’s eyes, and then it turned into a surprise. 

“But I like it!” 

Levi Garrison laughed on his back, and continued to choose hard resistance, and the 
thick lightning struck Levi Garrison abruptly. 

The surface of the skin was radiated with electricity, and then it cycled back and forth on 
Levi Garrison for two weeks, and finally the powerful power of thunder and lightning 
dissipated. 

“Ow?” 

The spirit beast made a very human-like scream, obviously this scene far exceeded its 
expectations. 

The copper bell blinked and blinked, full of incredible colors. 

If it weren’t for the pressure of the energy that Levi Garrison carried in his gestures, he 
would have wanted to approach Levi Garrison and carefully examine what material his 
skin was made of. 



“Would you like to try the cold attack again?” Levi Garrison continued to guide. 

“Ouch!” 

The spirit beast cried out again and again, and a beast face was full of anger. 

I was reminded by this guy just now, and now it’s here again? Is it over yet? 

I don’t take this unicorn seriously! Wow! 

But what this guy said is true and reasonable, so angry! 

Kirin ( Qilin ) was very depressed, he could have thought of it himself, but let his 
opponent say it first. 

“Hoohoo!” 

Purple flames were continuously spraying out of the unicorn’s nostrils, obviously it was 
really angry. 

The two hind hooves were scratching the ground, and after a while, it suddenly exerted 
force, and its whole body jumped into the air. 

Immediately afterwards, it released two lightning strikes, stabbing directly at Levi 
Garrison’s chest. 

Almost at the same time, the Kirin ( Qilin ) spit out a flame again, like a fire dragon, 
opened its bloody mouth and swallowed Levi Garrison. 

Swish! 

The unicorn then seamlessly connected its tail again, and a cloud of white air suddenly 
shot out, directly blocking all directions that Levi Garrison might avoid. 

It can be clearly seen that where the white air passes, the air is frozen in an instant, and 
the entire area is piercingly cold. 

At this moment, it seemed that even time stood still. 

“Hey, do you know how to draw inferences? Not bad!” 

Levi Garrison said in a commentary tone. 

He continued to choose to resist fire and lightning attacks, and then he was surrounded 
by extremely cold air, and the whole person was directly frozen into a sculpture. 



Zizizi! 

Electric sparks continued to flash on the surface of the humanoid sculpture, and the 
surrounding flames were completely extinguished. It could be seen that the surface of 
Levi Garrison in the ice seal seemed to be charred black. 
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“Sect Master lost?” 

“Master was frozen into an ice sculpture?” 

Gongsun Yueying’s two women’s mood sank to the bottom in an instant. They couldn’t 
believe that Levi Garrison, who had always been invincible in battle, would lose. 

But on second thought, if this spirit beast was really bathed in the sea of thunder for 
many years, its strength would indeed be terrifying to the sky. 

In particular, even the energy shield left by Levi Garrison could not withstand the flame 
attack of the unicorn. 

“Ouch!” 

Seeing Levi Garrison and sealing it up, the spirit beast spins and jumps on the spot, 
with its eyes closed, like a child who has obtained a beloved toy, extremely happy and 
excited. 

Afterwards, the spirit beast walked around Levi Garrison’s body a few times, taking 
steps that he did not recognize. 

Gently stroked the “ice sculpture” with his tail, like an artist admiring his masterpiece, 
not to mention how embarrassed his face was. 

“Ouch! Ouch! Ouch!” 

The spirit beast roared triumphantly in a rhythmical manner, as if to say: “It’s not better, 
right?” Are you done? Should! 

However, just as the spirit beast was about to continue to chatter around, it suddenly 
found that the “ice sculpture” was quickly cracking. 

Clap clap! 



Ice cubes splashed everywhere, and Levi Garrison, who was originally ‘burnt black’, 
also seemed to have lost his outer skin, and his skin that was almost like a crystal 
appeared. 

Especially with that ridiculous smile on his face. 

“Disappointed?” 

Levi Garrison paused, his face suddenly turned gloomy, and said, “It’s my turn to attack 
now.” 

Before he finished speaking, Levi Garrison disappeared in place. 

The spirit beast was still in a state of shock, and after bathing in the sea of thunder for 
many years, it had an extremely keen premonition of danger. 

behind! 

The spirit beast hurriedly turned its head, and sprayed flames continuously in the 
direction of the danger. 

At the same time, the body also turned rapidly, trying to dodge as much as possible. 

“late!” 

A figure emerged from the flames, and his body was not affected in the slightest. 

Before waiting for the follow-up action of the spirit beast to appear, Levi Garrison was 
already riding on top of its head, grabbing the two horns with both hands, and his right 
knee suddenly exerted force. 

Bang! 

The knee hit the thick scales on the back of the spirit beast, making a deafening metallic 
sound. 

Clap clap! 

The spirit beast felt a gigantic force approaching the top of the mountain, its body sank 
rapidly, and its four hooves sank deep into the ground. 

“Wow!” 

The spirit beast screamed angrily, twisting its head with more force, trying to throw Levi 
Garrison away. 



However, Levi Garrison seems to have grown on it, and no matter how hard it exerts, it 
will not be affected in the slightest. 

In the end, even the spirit beast was dizzy. Levi Garrison was still on his head, and he 
even stretched out his right hand and pulled out the two beards of the spirit beast. 

“What’s it called? Today, I have completely convinced you.” 

When the words fell, Levi Garrison suddenly exerted strength with both hands, and then 
‘threw’ his body out. 

With the help of this swinging force, Levi Garrison directly ‘pulled’ the spirit beast out of 
the ground, and one person and one beast spun and tossed several times in the air. 

Finally hit the ground hard. 

And Levi Garrison didn’t give the spirit beast any chance to breathe, and it was a 
combination of punches against his body. 

Bang bang bang! 

Punching to the flesh, the spirit beast became a spirit beast sandbag for a while. 

During this period, the spirit beasts thought about resisting and evading, but Levi 
Garrison’s fist speed was so fast that it was unavoidable. 

This one-sided beating lasted for half an hour. 

The expression and eyes of the spirit beast also changed from initial anger to 
unwillingness and helplessness, and finally to awe and fear. 

At the beginning, the spirit beast still felt pain, but in the end it was completely numb. 

Levi Garrison’s last attack was a hug. 

“Have you accepted it?” Levi Garrison asked, before he could hit him, he added: “If you 
don’t accept it, I will continue to hit him.” 

“Woooooo!” 

The spirit beast let out a low whine, and crystal tears flowed out. 

Spirit beast, cry! 
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“Why don’t you just get beaten up, why are you crying?” Levi Garrison gave the spirit 
beast a shudder. 

The spirit beast hurriedly stopped its wailing, and looked at Levi Garrison aggrievedly, 
dumb and cute. 

“That’s right, we humans have a saying that men don’t cry easily, why are you only a 
male, how can you cry casually?” 

Levi Garrison continued to preach. 

The spirit beast listened to the teaching carefully, and his expression was very sincere, 
for fear of angering Levi Garrison and being beaten again. 

It was really afraid of being beaten. The fight just now was completely suppressed, and 
the spirit beast could feel that Levi Garrison had not done his best from beginning to 
end. 

“If this guy really killed him, this spirit beast would have died a long time ago.” 

The spirit beast thought to himself. 

Levi Garrison continued: “Have you served it?” 

The beast nodded. 

“Follow me in the future, okay?” 

The spirit beast thought about it for a moment, but when he felt that Levi Garrison’s 
eyes gradually turned cold, he nodded hurriedly. 

“Don’t worry, I will never treat you badly in the future.” Levi Garrison assuredly assured. 

The spirit beast couldn’t hold back the look of “I believe in you, you bad old man is very 
bad”. 

“It seems that you still don’t believe me. It doesn’t matter. I have always convinced 
people with reason. Come, I will give you a good reason.” 

While speaking, Levi Garrison shook his fist. 



The spirit beast trembled, and hurriedly rubbed its big head on Levi Garrison’s chest, 
making it look like a good baby. 

Levi Garrison nodded with satisfaction and said, “It seems that you are also a 
reasonable spirit beast!” 

The spirit beast turned his head and rolled his eyes secretly, and couldn’t help but 
slander: The spirit beast is simply afraid of your fist, it has nothing to do with reason, 
you think too much. 

“I’ll call you Lei Kirin ( Qilin ) in the future, how about that name?” Levi Garrison patted 
the spirit beast on the head and asked. 

The spirit beast turned around and nodded earnestly with eyes full of eyes. The name is 
really good, and it may be the only thing it is satisfied with today. 

“Come here, the two of you, and say hello to your new partner.” 

Levi Garrison waved to the two daughters Gongsun Yueying. 

The two women woke up like a dream. They thought that Levi Garrison was killed 
before, and then it was their turn. 

As a result, the plot took a sharp turn, and Levi Garrison acted as fiercely as a tiger, and 
even took Kirin ( Qilin ) as his younger brother? 

“Xiao Lei, these two are also my sidekicks. Usually, they are not allowed to attack 
them.” Levi Garrison urged. 

Lei Kirin ( Qilin ) glanced at Murong Qingxue and the others with disdain, then nodded 
seriously, and secretly said: Give Fist a face. 

As a high-level spirit beast, Lei Kirin ( Qilin ) follows the rule of respecting the strong. 
Although Levi Garrison admires him, other people don’t see it in his eyes. 

“If you don’t hide the lightning on your body, you will accidentally hurt others sooner or 
later.” 

“Well, I’ll make you a battle suit by the way, straight men use to cover up the lightning 
edge.” 

Levi Garrison said with a smile. 

Special attention is paid to the newly recruited younger brother Levi Garrison, and all of 
Lei Kirin ( Qilin )’s skills have been explored during the teaching process just now. 



The thunder unicorn scales are charged and can release the power of thunder and 
lightning at the level of nine-color sky thunder. 

It can spit out flames, and it is completely comparable to the scorching heat of the earth 
vein flames below the cold pool. 

As for the four hoofs, they can release extreme cold air, and even gather the purest cold 
air in Hantan. 

Thinking about it, it should be the reason why Lei Kirin ( Qilin ) survived in the Buried 
Dragon Valley for many years, making it integrated with the major characteristics of this 
place. 

Otherwise, Lei Kirin ( Qilin ) would have been targeted by Tianlei, Earth Vessel, and 
Hantan. 

However, these three skills are just the necessities for forging the peerless magic 
weapon. 

Therefore, as long as Lei Kirin ( Qilin ) is subdued, it is basically equivalent to carrying a 
mobile forging furnace. 

So in the future, as long as there are enough raw materials and let Lei Kirin ( Qilin ) help 
output, you can forge peerless weapons anytime, anywhere. 

 


